USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10107.06

Host Bob_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

MO_Landt says:
::in sickbay going about her emergency duties::

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE USS GENEVA REMAINS IN ORBIT AROUND THE TYNIAN HOMEWORLD....

SO_Elack says:
::at her station, prepared for orders::

CSO_Shras says:
:: sitting in the command chair, all senses at full alert ::

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE USS BETERMAN HAS BEEN BADLY SHOT UP BY THE CHODAN'RI WARSHIP

CEO_Galagar says:
::Taping rapidly on the engineering console of the bridge trying to match the other ship's shield frequencies.::

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE AWAY TEAM ON THE PLANET IS TEMPORARILY STRANDED....

MO_Landt says:
CMO: Should we ask to send an away team to the Beterman to search for survivors?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::At Tactical targeting the Chodan'Ri's weapons systems and firing both phasers and torpedoes::

CSO_Shras says:
FCO: Take us away from the Beterman; we have to take the Chodan'Ri away from them too

CO_Tucker says:
@::On the Tynian planet, staring into the sky::

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: Aye

SO_Elack says:
CSO: Orders, sir?

FCO_Sarlek says:
:: turns the ship around and speeds up ::

EO_Chapu says:
:: ran out of the TL for the central console, matching & exceeding the speed of all the EO’s in ENG to get the ship optimal ::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Finds the shields moving almost at a lightning fast speed with no order in sight::

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Bring their attention on us, you know how

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Is at his controls monitoring his kings armed forces gathering and also watching the attack.:: King: That Federation ship was attacked.  Our forces are at alert, but... ::Turns to him.:: They're not fully assembled.

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: Yes I will see if it is possible, but it maybe safer to comb it for life signs and beam them to sickbay.

BCO_Valen says:
@::barely clinging to life after the link between her and the Beterman was severed abruptly::

Host Bob_AGM says:
STRANGELY, THE CHODAN'RI DO NOT ATTACK THE GENEVA, AS IF USING THE BETERMAN TO BAIT THEM INTO A CONFRONTATION OR A WORST, A TEST OF WILL

CIV_Taurrek says:
::looks at the medical crew rushing:: CMO: Do you have an idea of what is occurring which has caused red alert?

XO_Tran says:
@COM: Geneva: Away Team to Geneva, keep an open Comm, and update us as the situation permits.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Working sir, they will not be able to ignore us if we continue to fire on them and I am trying to take their weapons systems down.

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: They are not chasing

MO_Landt says:
CMO:  Understood.  ::tends to the wounded coming in from various parts of the ship::

CMO_Immolisius says:
CIV: from what I know, a warship attacked The USS Beterman.

EO_Chapu says:
:: gets everything optimized; monitors everything ::

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: I've secured the Beterman's shield frequencies.... permission to start beaming over the survivors...

Host Bob_AGM says:
EQUALLY AS STRANGE, THE CHODAN'RI DO NOT FINISH THE BADLY DAMAGED SHIP OFF, WHEN THEY OBVIOUSLY COULD

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@Mak: What?!

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: New orders?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Sir, they have stopped their attack on the Beterman, sir.

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Status report?

CMO_Immolisius says:
*CSO*: Suggest Sending a Medical team to the Beterman, or using sensors to comb for survivors, Sir.

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Turns back to his controls and orders the armed forces to gather quickly.:: King: Sorry for not getting the forces at full alert readiness.  I take full responsibility.  ::Turns back with a smile.:: Now they are.  ::Sighs and hopes he doesn't lose his head.::

MO_Landt says:
::uses a bone-fuser and dermal regenerator to repair an ensign's broken arm::

SO_Elack says:
CSO: I believe that the Chodan'Ri's behavior is either a trap, or they may be damaged.....

BCO_Valen says:
@::in her best voice although still weak::  CO:  Captain....Tuc..

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Can it be done with our shields at full strength?

Host Bob_AGM says:
SUDDENLY, THE CHODAN'RI SHIP VEERS OFF THE ATTACK AND DEPARTS THE TYNIAN STAR SYSTEM.....QUICKLY

XO_Tran says:
@::turns her attention back to Captain Valen:: BCO: Ma'am?  Can you hear me?

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Yes...sir....  ::Notices they are leaving::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Sir, they have turned tail and left for some unknown reason.

CIV_Taurrek says:
::looks at a man with a twitch... realizes what is wrong when he sees blood coming from his skull::

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@Mak: You are...  Forgiven.   ::Shakes his head slightly and returns to his seating position::

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Keep their traces on long range....

CO_Tucker says:
@::Rushes over to Captain Valen::

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Taps away at his console.  Then quickly turns to his king.:: King: The Chodan’Ri ship has broken off attack.  They're leaving! ::Breathes a deep sigh of relief.::

CSO_Shras says:
COM: CO: Sir, the Chodan'Ri have left the system, do we pursue?

BCO_Valen says:
@XO:  Barely.... have to talk to.. Captain.....Tuck...  ::coughs so she can speak::

FCO_Sarlek says:
:: plots a pursuit course and goes on stand by ::

MO_Landt says:
::sends the crewman back to work in a sling::

CIV_Taurrek says:
::begins repairing the skull damage while a nurse takes care of the blood::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Yes sir.  ::Keeps a sensor lock on the Chodan'Ri for as long as they remain in range and monitors them::

CEO_Galagar says:
*TCO*: Commence emergency beaming, get as many as you can....

CO_Tucker says:
@BCO: Yes?  ::very concerned::

XO_Tran says:
@::Looks up at Frank as he arrives, still holding her tricorder::

SO_Elack says:
CSO: Should I scan surrounding systems for the vessel?

EO_Chapu says:
:: access the sensors and scans the Beterman; thinks he sees some survivors, so he boosts the transporters ::

CEO_Galagar says:
*ME*: Prepare Engineering away teams.... I don't want that warp core to breach

CSO_Shras says:
COM: CO: Sir?

BCO_Valen says:
@CO:  I've made a.... grave... error

EO_Chapu says:
*CEO*:  Yes, sir.

CO_Tucker says:
@COM: CSO: Negative, assist the Beterman.

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Turns back to his console and makes sure that all the Kings' armed forces stay at full alert.  Turns back to his king.:: King: Standing by at full alert sir.  ::Sighs.:: Just incase they want to try to come back.

MO_Landt says:
::sees another crewmember carted over to the biobed she's working at::

CO_Tucker says:
@COM: CSO: And notify Starfleet of our situation...

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: prepare Medical Teams!

CSO_Shras says:
FCO: Take us near the Beterman

CTO_Asmodeius says:
*CEO*: Copy that. ::Begins emergency beam out for all the survivors on the Beterman::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Looks a the BCO::

CEO_Galagar says:
<TCO>::Starts beaming the Beterman crew to cargo bay 1.::

EO_Chapu says:
*Alpha & Beta *:  Alpha & Beta Engineering Teams, assemble in Transporter Room 2.

CSO_Shras says:
SO: Send preliminary data to SFC

SO_Elack says:
CSO: Aye.

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Stay alert, they may return...

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: Aye :: heads towards the Beterman at full speed ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
CIV: Assist in prepping sickbay for large amounts of casualties and severe injuries!

CSO_Shras says:
*MO*: Prepare for casualties from the Beterman

XO_Tran says:
@::Pulls herself up and steps to the side::

BCO_Valen says:
@CO:  I've allowed... myself to take part in an experiment

EO_Chapu says:
:: Signals that he his leaving ENG and heads for Transporter Room 2 ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sends the Beterman's crew to cargo bay 1::

CMO_Immolisius says:
*CSO*: I would suggest sir, sending medical teams to the Beterman ASAP before it is too late.

SO_Elack says:
::Transmits data:: CSO: Done, sir. Anything else?

MO_Landt says:
*CSO*:  Acknowledged.

CO_Tucker says:
@BCO: An experiment?  What kind, what's wrong?

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Transport them to Sickbay and the Cargo Bay staging area, coordinate with Sickbay

XO_Tran says:
@COM: CSO: Commander, report.

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@Mak: Interesting...  They had a chance to destroy us...

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: We are now in full transporter range

SO_Elack says:
CSO: Their ship is currently out of sensor range.

MO_Landt says:
CMO:  Shall I go to cargo bay 1 or stay here in sickbay?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Agreed, I am maintaining a sensor lock on them as long as they are in range and I am keeping an eye on the sensors, sir.

EO_Chapu says:
*CEO*: Lt. Galagar, Alpha & Beta Teams are assembling in Transporter Room 2.  I am also heading there also to beam with them.

FCO_Sarlek says:
:: stops beside the Beterman ::

CEO_Galagar says:
*SB*: Galagar to Sickbay, we have wounded in CB1.... please proceed.

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Tells the Kings' advisors and generals to prepare for a surprise attack from the Chodan’Ri, just incase they want to try to come back.:: King: Exactly my thoughts.  ::Turns to his King.:: I've ordered the advisors and generals to assemble and prepare for a surprise attack should they come back. ::Hopes he didn’t over step his bounds.::

BCO_Valen says:
@::coughs::  CO:  Neural link to the ship's computer.......  ::coughs::  If severed abruptly, I was told that I would die within hours.

CIV_Taurrek says:
::finishes minor surgery and sends the man back to duty:: CMO: I would be willing to go sir. Your medical officer may be needed more than I.

CSO_Shras says:
COM: CO: Assisting the Beterman sir, we will keep an eye opened for the Chodan'Ri

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: Cargo bay please.

EO_Chapu says:
:: gets into the TL & heads for the Transporter Room ::

BCO_Valen says:
@::starts to fade slightly but still clinging::

MO_Landt says:
CMO:  Yes, sir.  ::grabs her med kit and hurries to the cargo bay::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Looks at the BCO in shock::  COM: CSO: Beam Captain Valen directly to sickbay.

CSO_Shras says:
*CMO*: We are transporting casualties but you may go there if you judge it necessary.... at your discretion doctor

CMO_Immolisius says:
CIV: Help the MO set up an emergency medical facility in the Cargo bay.  ::Looks at all the injured:: MO/CIV: Do anything you need to save those lives.

CEO_Galagar says:
*EO*: Well you know what you have to do.... keep those systems from going down... but if it looks like its going to blow... get the hell out of there!!

BCO_Valen says:
@CO:  No, I don't want to....... Captain..

CO_Tucker says:
@BCO: Notify the Doctor of this... ::Looks even more shocked::

MO_Landt says:
::arrives at the cargo bay along with a couple of nurses::

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Turns back to his console and checks upon the status of their defensive systems.  Sighs as he waits for the status reports to come in.::

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@Mak: Yes... But I am unsure....

EO_Chapu says:
:: Gets into the TL & Transports with the last of them ::

BCO_Valen says:
@CO:  Captain, promise me something.............. Please

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: How bad is the Beterman?

SO_Elack says:
::Runs some more futile scans, for lack of anything better to do::

MO_Landt says:
::has temporary beds transported to the cargo bay and has nurses start setting up the area while she starts working on patients::

CO_Tucker says:
@BCO: What?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to monitor long-range sensors and the Chodan'Ri::

EO_Chapu says:
*CEO*:  Yes, sir. Will Do

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Looks like the warp core was hit, and they have several breaches all down the starboard line....

CSO_Shras says:
SO: Did SFC receive our data?

BCO_Valen says:
@CO:  Do whatever..... You can to make sure this project is shut down ::coughs::  The price is too high.

EO_Chapu says:
@:: de-materializes and re-materializes faster than he remembers ::

CSO_Shras says:
FCO: How is the Beterman orbit?

CO_Tucker says:
@::Tries to look reassuring:: BCO: I agree, and I promise that I will.

SO_Elack says:
CSO: No sir, it doesn't look like the data went all the way through....

CIV_Taurrek says:
::grabs the equipment in the cargo bay, and sets up an actual backup biobed:: MO: There are more. Would you like me to set them up?

MO_Landt says:
::hurries over to a barely breathing patient who's been impaled by bulkhead shrapnel::

SO_Elack says:
CSO: I'll attempt to re-transmit.

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@Mak: Have those Federation people rounded up and brought here immediately, I want answers...   Now.

CIV_Taurrek says:
::takes a look at the equipment list on the PADD::

MO_Landt says:
CIV:  Yes.  Thank you.  ::carefully removes the bulkhead and places an airtight compress over the wound to keep blood from spurting everywhere::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Creates a comm link between his console and the Beterman... uses his skills to try and get control of the primary systems::

BCO_Valen says:
@CO:  And if the database on the Beterman is still in tact, use it as reason ::reaches up and grabs his shirt::  Promise....me  ::looks in his eyes and the nothing, she stops breathing::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Begins to scan the Solar system while still keeping an eye on the Chodan'Ri::

EO_Chapu says:
#A & B Teams:  All right, I want this place stabilized, 10 minutes ago.  You 4, get life support. You 3, shields & weaponry

SO_Elack says:
CSO: Got it, sir. SFC has the data. Waiting for response.

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Walks over to his next console.:: King: Yes my king! ::Bows goes back to his first console and taps orders in to gather all the Federation people on the planets surface, and have them brought back to his king.::  I'll see to it myself...

MO_Landt says:
::starts working on the internal wounds::

MO_Landt says:
::gives the patient a sedative/pain reliever::

Host Bob_AGM says:
WITH THE GENEVA MORE OR LESS STUCK AT THE TYNIAN SYSTEM TO ASSIST THE BETERMAN, THE CHODAN'RI MAKE GOOD THEIR ESCAPE FROM THE SYSTEM, DESTINATION UNKNOWN

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Looking for anything out of the ordinary::

CO_Tucker says:
@COM: CSO:  Make sure we download the database of the Beterman, all of it.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Walks around the Biobeds in a circular motions Scanning and looking over the injured in sickbay continues walking as his nurses treat the slightly injured::

CIV_Taurrek says:
::rushes through medical equipment and puts together the backup biobeds:: Self: I must remind Lieutenant Immolisius to order more.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Sir the Chodan'Ri have gone out of sensor range sir.

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: Their orbit is stable; we can always use tractors to correct it

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Finds CO Tucker and stands before him as he seems busy.::

EO_Chapu says:
#A & B Teams: You 3, with me. The rest of you, help with everyone else, found something to work on, or get out of my crew. Let's get it done people.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Tries to start the fire suppression systems in the bio labs.... goes down the decks... starting to try to keep the destruction of the ship at bay....::

MO_Landt says:
::completes her work on her current patient and leaves the follow-up work to the nurse and continues on to the next patient::

BCO_Valen says:
@::all her body functions stop, she is dead::

CSO_Shras says:
COM: CO: We'll do what we can, but the ship is badly damaged and we might no have the time or the opportunity....

Starfleet_Command says:
$$<Admiral_Hawkens>::looks at a console as it beeps.. a file and summary generated by the computer scrolls over her screen.. turns and looks at it with interest::

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Nods to each and everyone of the AT that are with CO Tucker.::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Watches as the body of Captain Valen is beamed up to the Geneva::

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: I'll need the Beterman computer core downloaded, do what you can but prioritize the crew...

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: I suggest we lock on tractor beams and tractor the Beterman out of the orbit

MO_Landt says:
::discovers a crewman with massive plasma burns all over his body::

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: Soon

CO_Tucker says:
@Mak: Yes?

XO_Tran says:
@::walks back towards the Captain as Valen is beamed away::

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Yes sir.... I also recommend using a tractor beam to make sure they do not lose their orbit.

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Sighs and interrupts Tucker.:: CO_Tucker: I have orders to bring you all back to my King.  ::Waves his guards over.::  Will you follow me?

CSO_Shras says:
FCO/CEO: Secure the Beterman trajectory

CEO_Galagar says:
::Sets up a secondary console, and puts it to download all the files.... as fast as possible::

EO_Chapu says:
@John, Mike, & Peter:  All right guys. :: moves to the warp core accesses :: we have to work on the Warp Core.  We need this done ASAP.

FCO_Sarlek says:
:: goes in range of the Beterman ::

FCO_Sarlek says:
CEO: We are in range

MO_Landt says:
::gives the patient a sedative/pain killer and attempts to stabilize his vitals::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Locks on a Tractor beam::

CIV_Taurrek says:
::sets up at least five biobeds... rushes to MO:: MO: We need to get this patient to a real biobed. ::points to one setup:: I'll carry him.

Starfleet_Command says:
$$<Admiral_Hawkens> frowns and calls an orderly over:: get Tucker on subspace.. NOW!!

CEO_Galagar says:
FCO: We got them... move us up slowly.....

EO_Chapu says:
@John:  John, check the Dilithium crystals & chamber.  Make sure everything’s good.

CO_Tucker says:
@Mak: yes, of course. ::motions for the rest to follow::

FCO_Sarlek says:
:: starts moving out of orbit ::

MO_Landt says:
CIV:  All right.  ::helps him carry the patient::

Tynian_Mak says:
@CO Tucker: Tucker, thank you.  ::Escorts the Away Team back to his King as quickly as possible.::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Literally doing three things at once...:: *ME*: Increase the tractor beam strength.... move to secondaries if you have to... just don't lose that ship.

Starfleet_Command says:
$$ COM: USS Geneva: This is Starfleet Command requesting an open channel to Captain Tucker

CSO_Shras says:
FCO/CEO: Make sure it doesn't break up in pieces

CIV_Taurrek says:
::carries the patient, sets him on the biobed, and rushes to other critical patients::

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Anything on the AT?

XO_Tran says:
@::Keeps up with Mak's pace as they're escorted into the royal chamber::

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: It wont, we have extended shielding and our inertial dampening field over it

EO_Chapu says:
# Mike & Peter:  Mike, Peter.  See if you can access one of these computers & find out what has to be repaired as to energy flows to the warp core.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Nothing yet, I still have a transporter lock on them.

CMO_Immolisius says:
*MO*: Please Send all Severe injuries to sickbay, all non Life Threatening injuries that are minor are being routed to you location.

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Walks into the kings court.:: King: I have brought the Federation peoples. ::Indicates CO Tucker.:: This is Captain Tucker, whom you've already met.  ::Moves over to his Kings side and by his console.::

MO_Landt says:
CMO:  Understood.

MO_Landt says:
::has the major cases beamed to sickbay::

Starfleet_Command says:
$$ COM: USS Geneva: This is Starfleet Command... respond

CO_Tucker says:
@::Bows to the King, out of respect::

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: We are being hailed

EO_Chapu says:
# A & B: :: yells :: I need three engineers to do repairs on energy packs, gels, & all that jazz

MO_Landt says:
*CMO*: Should Mr. Taurrek or I come and assist you with the critical patients?

CIV_Taurrek says:
::repairs fractured ribs... nothing serious::

CSO_Shras says:
COM: SFC: This is Lieutenant Commander Shras speaking, what can I do for you sir?

CSO_Shras says:
FCO: Thanks; I'll take it here

XO_Tran says:
@::stands to one side and bows::

CMO_Immolisius says:
*MO*: I could use it.

EO_Chapu says:
# :: three Engineers call back and gets on it ::

Starfleet_Command says:
$$ COM: USS Geneva: this is operations for Admiral Hawkens.. I have.. hey! ::it's an audio message and you can hear a chair fall over::

MO_Landt says:
*CMO*:  I'll send Mr. Taurrek up.

CIV_Taurrek says:
::overhears... and doesn't understand if the CMO understood the question::

Starfleet_Command says:
$$<Admiral_Hawkens> COM: USS Geneva: where is the captain!

CEO_Galagar says:
 FCO: That looks stable.... nice flying Mr. Sarlek.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to scan the system looking for anything out of the ordinary::

CSO_Shras says:
:: frowns ::

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Looks over to his console as it quietly beeps at him.  Taps a few buttons quietly.  Then turns back.::

MO_Landt says:
CIV: The doctor needs help with the critical in Sickbay.  You should hurry up there.

MO_Landt says:
::starts working on the less critically injured::

FCO_Sarlek says:
CEO: We can release the tractor; she will stay at rest now

EO_Chapu says:
# :: helps John by examining the Dilithium crystals ::

CSO_Shras says:
COM: SFC: Captain Tucker is currently on the Tynian homeworld conducting First contact talks

CEO_Galagar says:
::Releases the tractor::

Starfleet_Command says:
$$<Admiral_Hawkens> COM: Geneva: well, get him back or open direct channel.. Now!

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@CO: Well, I want something ::Gets up and walks around the whole AT:: CO: Who was in that ship?

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Talks with another advisor for a moment, who quickly and quietly leaves.  Turns to his King.::

CIV_Taurrek says:
MO: Understood. ::rushes out of cargo bay and to turbo lift:: Turbo lift: Sickbay. Emergency speed.

CEO_Galagar says:
COM: Beterman: EO: Report.

CSO_Shras says:
COM: SFC: In a moment sir!

EO_Chapu says:
#John: Dang. This crystal is shot to death.  What have they been doing to this crystal?

MO_Landt says:
::uses a dermal regenerator on a laceration on a crewman's arm::

CO_Tucker says:
@King: The attacking ship?  A race known as the Chodan'Ri.

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Looks over towards the doors, and then follows his King's every step.::

CIV_Taurrek says:
::enters sickbay:: CMO: I am here sir.

CSO_Shras says:
COM: CO: Sir, we have SFC on voice channel here and the Admiral what to speak to you now....

Starfleet_Command says:
$$<Admiral_Hawkens> COM: Geneva: this is Admiral Jenny Hawkens mister.. If this is the data you just sent, you have new orders.. Get him on the channel!

EO_Chapu says:
#Geneva: CEO:  Repairs are started and continuing.  Systems seem to be recoverable.  But the Dilithium Crystals are shot to death, sir.  Request you guys beam over another set, sir.

CMO_Immolisius says:
CIV: Please assist Nurse Smith with that Crewman; stabilize him!

CSO_Shras says:
SO: Get on our sensor records and find out what technology was used by the Chodan'Ri to inflict such damages...

CO_Tucker says:
@King: And I expect that I will have to go deal with the situation shortly...

CEO_Galagar says:
COM: Beterman: EO: Roger.... beaming... ::beams a spare Dilithium crystal matrix::

CSO_Shras says:
COM: CO: Sir?

SO_Elack says:
CSO: Aye.

EO_Chapu says:
#*Computer*: Computer, answer.

CIV_Taurrek says:
CMO: Aye sir. ::proceeds as ordered to the nurse and checks on how to stabilize him::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::As he scans a patient the tricorder beeps and indicates the patient has gone into cardiac arrest.::

CO_Tucker says:
@COM: CSO: put them through...

SO_Elack says:
::Checks database::

CMO_Immolisius says:
Nurse: Tillman, Get me a Cardio Stimulator Now!

EO_Chapu says:
@:: sees out of the corner of his eye the Dilithium matrix, while listening for the computer ::

CSO_Shras says:
FCO: Put the admiral with the captain

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Quietly walks to his console and taps a button then walks back to his Kings side.::

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: Done

CO_Tucker says:
@King: My First Officer can answer any questions, but I have some urgent business, for the moment.

EO_Chapu says:
@*Computer*: Computer, respond.

CO_Tucker says:
@::Motions to Diana::

MO_Landt says:
::finishes working on a Lt. and revives him:: <Lt. Mosen>  How do you feel?

Starfleet_Command says:
$$<Admiral_Hawkens> COM: CO: Captain Tucker..

XO_Tran says:
@::Prepares to answer any questions the King may have... also thinking that they've been away from the ship for far too long::

EO_Chapu says:
#:: doesn't hear a respond, or at least an acceptable one ::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Finishes downloading the data:: CSO: The Beterman's logs, and data are complete sir..

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@CO: The question was addressed to you!  Not some minor officer in your complement!

CIV_Taurrek says:
::stabilizes the patient then, notices he's still in pain, hence, injecting a pain reliever and scanning for the source of his pain::

MO_Landt says:
(Lt. Mosen):  I feel like my guts were ripped out, stomped on, and then shoved back into me!

CO_Tucker says:
@COM: SFC: Admiral Hawken, I assume you just became aware of our situation sir?

EO_Chapu says:
# AT: I need a free hand for the computer response system

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Cringes ever so slightly, that it would be hard to notice, but knows that his king is very upset.  Watches CO Tucker.::

MO_Landt says:
Lt. Mosen:  Well then, I'll give you a pain reliever and you should feel much better ::prepares the hypo::

SO_Elack says:
CSO: It seems to be some kind of tachyon technology, but nothing of the specific origin of the Chodan'Ri's weapons...... it seems to be extremely advanced.

Starfleet_Command says:
$$ <Admiral_Hawkens> COM: CO: I have.. Move to a location we can talk in private.. Things have gotten complicated captain..

XO_Tran says:
@::frowns::

EO_Chapu says:
#John: John, help me with the bad matrix.

CSO_Shras says:
FCO: have you closed the channel...?

MO_Landt says:
(Lt. Mosen):  Thank you!  What happened?  Am I on the Geneva?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Tries to revive the Lt. JG officer from the Beterman,  Using the Cardio Stimulator several times and trying 1.5 cc of cordrazine::

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: No sir, channel is active

CSO_Shras says:
SO/CEO/CTO: We will have to find a protection..... Something tells me we will be chasing some Chodan'Ri real soon!

CEO_Galagar says:
::Sighs a breath or relief:: Self: Well...the Beterman looks ok....

MO_Landt says:
Lt. Mosen:  Yes, from what I've heard, the Beterman was practically destroyed by a passing Chodan'Ri vessel.  You're lucky you survived.

EO_Chapu says:
# :: both of them get the crystal out of the chamber and onto the floor; then they pick up the new crystal and puts it into place ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Agreed sir.

CSO_Shras says:
FCO: I mean can he still hear me? :: whispering ::

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Walks back to his console and taps some buttons to listen and record Captain Tuckers conversation with this Admiral person.  Stands at his console watching the Away Team.::

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Sir, chasing them.... very well....CTO: You want to look over the last logs of the Chodan’Ri?

CO_Tucker says:
@::Looks at the King:: King:  I am sorry, I understand your concern but if you want your question answered, you will need to talk to Cmdr. Tran.  I assure you she is not a minor officer.

MO_Landt says:
(Lt. Mosen):  Yea, right.  I should've died.

XO_Tran says:
@King: With all due respect, I believe Captain Tucker has already answered your initial question, and I would also be just as capable of answering any further questions you may have.

CO_Tucker says:
@COM: SFC: That is not possible at the time Admiral....

EO_Chapu says:
#:: grabs his tricorder and attempts to re-calibrate the new crystals ::

Starfleet_Command says:
$$<Admiral_Hawkens> COM: CO: I see.. Then you are here by ordered to break negotiations and return to the ship..

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CEO: Yes, I’m going to have to go over them and the scans taken of the weapons system.

MO_Landt says:
Lt. Mosen:  Don't talk like that.  You've got your whole life ahead of you, and yes, it's a good thing. You need your rest now and you do deserve to live.  ::gives him a strong sedative and returns him to sleep::

CIV_Taurrek says:
::finishes with second patient, notices the sickbay getting a bit quiet... of course, the sick usually have trouble talking::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Walks over and hands the CTO, with the PADD containing the latest scans:: CTO: We didn't get much....

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@::Sighs thinking the ship reminds him of the ancient history texts::

EO_Chapu says:
#<John> EO:  Sir, minor damage to the Dilithium chamber.

MO_Landt says:
::sees the wounded starting to dwindle and finishes up on the last of the minor cases::

SO_Elack says:
CSO: Did you get my data on the Chodan'Ri weapons, Sir?

CO_Tucker says:
@COM: SFC: Very well Admiral.  I will contact you once I am back aboard the Geneva then.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CEO: Thanks it will have to do, I hope we can get something useful from it.

CSO_Shras says:
SO: Yes, you will help CEO and CTO devise a tactic....

Starfleet_Command says:
$$<Admiral_Hawkens> COM: CO: agreed.. Starfleet command out

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Turns to his king, wondering what to do.::

CEO_Galagar says:
COM: Beterman: EO: You have 10 minutes to get back here... patch up systems as best as you can... we're going on a wild goose chase.

SO_Elack says:
CSO: Aye.

SO_Elack says:
::Walks over to the CEO and CTO::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Starts going over the reports that the CEO had gotten plus the scans made to find some sort of def and a means of attack::

MO_Landt says:
*CMO*:  The non-critical patients are taken care of.  I'm having the nurses do the follow-up care.  Do you still need assistance with the critical?

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Is there still people on the Beterman?

CSO_Shras says:
We have to get everyone transported out ASAP

CO_Tucker says:
@::Turns back to the King:: King: I am sorry about all this, and I know that you want all your questions about this incident answered, as do I.  I have been recalled to my ship to help deal with this threat, I will have all the relevant information sent to your advisor when I arrive.

Starfleet_Command says:
$$<Admiral_Hawkens>  ::sits in her officer and fumes.. tapping her fingers on the desk and waits::

SO_Elack says:
CEO/CTO: Any ideas?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: No sir we got the last of the crew just now sir. ::After checking with the Transporter Chief::

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: The only people left are my crew.... and they will be back in 10

CO_Tucker says:
@::Motions to the AT:: COM: CSO: Beam up the Away Team.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Tries a Last Ditch attempt using a couple cc's of hyperzine::

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@CO: Wait...  Are they called "Chodan'Ri"?

CIV_Taurrek says:
:: uses neural stimulants and hopes to bring the guy back::

CO_Tucker says:
@King: Yes...

CTO_Asmodeius says:
SO: At the moment no, but a weapons system like that is going to eat a lot of energy, so that might be a weakness.

CSO_Shras says:
FCO: You heard, take the AT back and all crew on board the Beterman as soon as they are ready...

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Taps a few buttons on his console, bringing up some data.  Makes it look like he’s doing his normal job, then turns back to the King and Away Team.::

SO_Elack says:
CTO: Good idea. Defense is just as important as offense.

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: Aye sir, moving back into transporter range :: turns the ship around ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
SO: In this case it might be our saving grace.

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@Mak: Bring up the Information on the ancient text of Aynin, his stories on the gods of the Skyfire.

SO_Elack says:
::Starts looking for a weakness::

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@::remembers Reading the Aynin stories when he was a child::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Works on the Geneva's own systems.... preparing it for prolonged warp 9::

CO_Tucker says:
@COM: CSO:  Cmdr?

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Stand down to Yellow Alert for now...

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: We are in range... transporter rooms are beaming he crew

CSO_Shras says:
COM: CO: Sir?

MO_Landt says:
*CMO*: All patients are stabilized and the nurses are doing follow-up care. Do you need assistance up in Sickbay?

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Smiles with a nod.:: King: It's up my sire. ::Smiles as he's done something right for once.::

CIV_Taurrek says:
::punches the man in the face... and his heart comes back online... wow::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Yes sir. ::Puts the Ship down to yellow alert::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Feels himself beginning to dematerialize::

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Do we know if they continued in Federation space sir.... otherwise following them could be a violation of treaty....

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: The away team is on board

XO_Tran says:
::rematerializes and looks around the transporter room:: Self: Good to be home...

CIV_Taurrek says:
::repairs minor damage to his neural pathways, and takes off neural stimulants::

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: They have gone out of our sensor range, they probably changed course to elude us....

CO_Tucker says:
::beams up to the Geneva and makes his way, hastily to his RR::

CO_Tucker says:
::Sits down and contacts Admiral Hawken::

XO_Tran says:
::nods to the on duty transporter chief and makes her way to the bridge::

CSO_Shras says:
FCO: Good

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@Mak: What does the Information say?

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: We can probably track them like before... after all they do lay neuron particles after them.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to go over the scan made of the weapons system used by the Chodan'Ri to see if the was any way to def against it::

CSO_Shras says:
FCO: be prepared to tractor the Beterman remains or destroy them....

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Looks over to where the AT was at.:: King: They've left!!!

CO_Tucker says:
COM: SFC: Admiral Hawken, we have a secure channel sir.

FCO_Sarlek says:
CSO: Destroy them?

CEO_Galagar says:
COM: Beterman: EO: Ok, your 10 minutes are up, get your crew together... and get back.... time to get moving!

XO_Tran says:
::strides onto the bridge and looks towards the CSO: CSO: Status report?

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@Mak: You did read Aynin?  ::Casts a Slight glance at Mak::

Starfleet_Command says:
$$<Admiral_Hawkens> COM: CO: Captain.. I trust things are settled with the Tynians..

CO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: Transmit the data we have on the Chodan'Ri to the Tynians.

Tynian_Mak says:
@King: Reading now. ::Turns back to his console and starts reading as quickly as he can.  Recites it to his king.::

EO_Chapu says:
#Geneva:  CEO:  Sir. Yes, sir.  We are doing last touch ups.

CSO_Shras says:
XO: all Beterman survivors are onboard, the last Geneva crew is being transported, and the Chodan'Ri ship is out of range

CSO_Shras says:
*CO*: Yes sir...

CSO_Shras says:
SO: Send the Chodan'Ri files to the Tynians

SO_Elack says:
CSO: Aye. Transmitting.

CEO_Galagar says:
*EO*: I need you back here as in 5 minutes ago... don't need you left behind....

CO_Tucker says:
COM: SFC: This may have hurt our relations some Admiral, I would suggest getting a diplomatic team here ASAP.  But that is not what we are to discuss, I wager.

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Starts receiving the data from the Geneva.:: King: They're sending the data on the Chodan’Ri.

XO_Tran says:
CSO: I trust Starfleet has been informed in detail? ::takes her seat on the bridge and pulls up ship system status::

EO_Chapu says:
@AT:  Alright Team, we're done.  Let's go home.

SO_Elack says:
CSO: Tynians have received the files successfully.

Starfleet_Command says:
$$<Admiral_Hawkens> COM: CO: You are correct I am afraid.. Your new orders are to rescue whoever survived the Beterman attack...

CIV_Taurrek says:
::finishes patient... and walks to CMO:: CMO: Things... are getting better. ::proceeds to next patient as the other exits::

CSO_Shras says:
XO: Yep, and they responded quickly

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@Mak: Left...  Wh...  Never mind...  Just send them our stories to be courteous.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Covers the Lt JG's Face with a cloth as he orders a nurse to take the body to the makeshift morgue:: MO: Yes Good...  ::Slightly a mist::

EO_Chapu says:
#COM: Geneva: Geneva, we are done.  Alpha & Beta Engineering Teams ready to transport.

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: The Engineering Crew is about to return sir.

CSO_Shras says:
:: stays up, expecting the CO to return shortly ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
CIV: Great...

Starfleet_Command says:
$$ <Admiral_Hawkens> COM: CO: and proceed to the Chodan’Ri homeworld...... further instructions will be give once you arrive.. This matter is very sensitive Captain..

MO_Landt says:
::finishes up in the cargo bay and hurries over to sickbay::

CEO_Galagar says:
CTO: Would you mind transporting the Engineering away teams back to ME?

XO_Tran says:
::Nods and grins:: CSO: Excellent job Commander... I'm glad to see the ship's still in one piece.

CO_Tucker says:
COM: SFC: Understood Admiral, I will head there at maximum warp immediately.

CSO_Shras says:
XO: We had no time to fight; they left like cowards after their doing their damages....

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Nods.:: King: Yes sire. ::Quickly transmits their data of the ancient texts of Aynin and the stories of the Gods of Skyfire.::  Transmitting now.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CEO: Will do. ::Begins transporting the Engineering teams back to ME::

Starfleet_Command says:
$$<Admiral_Hawkens> COM: CO: be cautious captain.. We have reason to believe you are being bated..

Host Bob_AGM says:
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF THE CHODAN'RI PATH OF SYSTEM DEPARTURE WILL REVEAL THAT ONE OF THE MOST LIKELY DIRECTIONS WOULD TAKE IT TOWARDS THE ORIGINAL CHODAN'RI HOMEWORLD

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Incoming transmission from the surface... something about gods of Skyfire.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CEO: All are back on board.

CEO_Galagar says:
CTO: Thx.

CO_Tucker says:
COM: SFC: I will. Is there anything else that you can tell me Admiral?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CEO: Your welcome.

SO_Elack says:
No one in particular: Finally. Glad to have our crew back together.

EO_Chapu says:
:: they get transported back to the Geneva and the Team disperses back to their places; takes the TL back to ENG ::

Tynian_Mak says:
@COM: Geneva: Sending data on our ancient texts of Aynin, please make note of the stories of "The Gods of Skyfire."

Starfleet_Command says:
$$<Admiral_Hawkens> COM: CO: Not yet.. Once you are out of the Tynian systems.. and we believe further information will not be compromised.. You’ll know more.. God Speed Captain.. ::she nods::

XO_Tran says:
CEO: Send it to my console... ::recalls the King mentioning them::

MO_Landt says:
::enters sickbay::

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Aye Ma'am... ::Transfers the file to her console::

CO_Tucker says:
COM: SFC: Understood. Tucker out.  ::Taps the screen that then shows the SF emblem::

MO_Landt says:
CMO: Do you still need assistance with the critically injured?

XO_Tran says:
COM: Mak: Thank you.  We will as soon as possible.

CIV_Taurrek says:
::makes a note to replace ENS_Yokiea with a new arm... then, prepares to cut off his current one:: CMO: Lieutenant, before I do this, I was wondering if you knew of another method of repairing the extremely burnt arm. He has... something much worse than a 5-degree burn.

MO_Landt says:
CMO:  The non-critical patients are recovering with follow-up care from the nurses.

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: help where you can, everything is slowing down now...  I'll be in my office, you have sickbay... ::Walks into his office::

CEO_Galagar says:
*CMO*: How's it going down there... if you need anymore beds made up, I can round up some Engineers to put at your disposal.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir, all crewmembers are back on board sir.

CSO_Shras says:
XO: Do you think we will tow the Beterman to Starbase 245?

CO_Tucker says:
*XO*: Diana, we are to proceed to the Chodan'Ri homeworld at maximum warp, once all the Beterman crew are aboard.

Tynian_Mak says:
@COM: Geneva: XO: Mak out.

MO_Landt says:
CMO: Understood.

EO_Chapu says:
*CEO*: Chief, everything went fine on the Beterman.  Everything is just about at normal.  The automated repairs of the ship seem to be helping the Beterman.  Its warp drive should be better than new.

XO_Tran says:
*CO*: But what about the Beterman itself sir?

MO_Landt says:
::overviews the sickbay to find a patient that needs tending to::

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Turns to his king.:: King: Any further orders my sire?

CEO_Galagar says:
*EO*: Very good Job, prepare to go into cruise mode.... we’re going to be at warp 9 for an extended period...

CO_Tucker says:
*XO*: Make sure she has a stable orbit, secure her command codes, and leave her.

EO_Chapu says:
:: enters ENG and continues to monitor the Geneva since they are in yellow alert ::

XO_Tran says:
::makes sure all is done to secure the Beterman:: FCO: Lieutenant... maximum warp for the Chodan'Ri homeworld... engage.

EO_Chapu says:
*CEO*:  Yes, sir.

FCO_Sarlek says:
XO: Aye :: plots course and speeds up to warp 9.5 ::

MO_Landt says:
::goes over to a patient who is moaning, checks his current meds and raises the pain medication level::

XO_Tran says:
::Has a horrible feeling about this whole situation, and begins reading up on the Gods of Skyfire::

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: The Beterman's systems and orbit are secure.

EO_Chapu says:
All of Engineering:  Listen Up folks.  We are going into cruising speed.  That means past Warp 9.  Let's get it on, people.

CO_Tucker says:
::Exits the RR and enters the bridge::

Tynian_King_Riscura says:
@Mak: Yes, don’t ever do anything without my permission again, you may end up just like Ruran, disappearing in thin air.  I'll be in my suite, contact me if it warrants.  ::Walks away::

EO_Chapu says:
:: initiates the procedure for cruising speed::

XO_Tran says:
CEO: Acknowledged... where's the Beterman crew situated?

CO_Tucker says:
::Sits down in his chair::  XO: Report.

Tynian_Mak says:
@::Mouths: "Yes sire..." as he goes ghost white and stands there frozen.::

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Sickbay and Cargo Bay 1.... shall we bunk up sir?

XO_Tran says:
CO: We're on our way at maximum warp...  the Tynians transmitted this text to us before we left.  ::loads it up on the arm console::

CSO_Shras says:
:: returns to science station, reviewing all the data gathered ::

SO_Elack says:
CO: Glad to see you back in that chair, sir. No offense intended to the CSO of course, but it's nice to have our full command crew back.

CIV_Taurrek says:
::takes the man's arm off slowly, then places it where it's supposed to be::

XO_Tran says:
CEO: Yes as needed, it looks like we'll have to.

EO_Chapu says:
All of Engineering:  Cruising preparedness is at maximum.  Good job, guys.

MO_Landt says:
::sees that the situation is stable and decides to return to cargo bay 1 to supervise the placement of the Beterman's crew::

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: So how many do you want bunking with you Ma'am...5 or 6? ::Smiles::

CO_Tucker says:
::Looks at the text::  XO: Make sure that Starfleet gets someone here to tow the Beterman back.  Hopefully we will get a diplomatic delegation back to the Tynians soon too.

EO_Chapu says:
*CEO*:  Chapu' to Galagar.  Sir, we're ready for cruising speed

CSO_Shras says:
SO: I am glad to be out of it, it is like the chair as it's own environmental controls and they are malfunctioning..... it gets real hot on it some times....

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE USS GENEVA RELUCTANTLY LEAVES ITS SISTER SHIP, THE USS BETERMAN, BEHIND, AS WELL AS THE TYNIANS, AND HEADS TOWARD THE HOMEWORLD OF THE CHODAN'RI, A DESOLATE RUIN OF AN ADVANCED CIVILIZATION,

CEO_Galagar says:
*EO*: Good job... keep an eye on the systems... and change to half shifts... I want the crew to be fresh for anything.

SO_Elack says:
CSO: I hope I can experience that someday though <G>.

CIV_Taurrek says:
::motions to a nurse:: Smith: He is no longer required to be in sickbay. However, his arm has just been removed. He needs assistance. Please provide it.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Shakes his head as he goes over the scans of the weapon used by the Chodan'Ri::

XO_Tran says:
CEO: I think I can fit at least 8?  ::grins::  Let's fill up our extra and empty quarters first.

EO_Chapu says:
*CEO*:  Yes, sir.

Host Bob_AGM says:
A CIVILIZATION THAT FELL DUE TO ITS CRUEL AND TORTUROUS REIGN......

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: 8... yes Ma'am.... ::Starts to assign the extra crew::

XO_Tran says:
::Sends a transmission to Starfleet informing them of the Beterman's location and requests that it be towed to the nearest Starbase ASAP::

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE GENEVA BEGINS ITS RACE TO THEIR HOMEWORLD IN QUEST OF SOMETHING NEITHER KNOWS OR FULLY UNDERSTANDS....

EO_Chapu says:
All Engineering Staff:  To all engineering staff, we are going to half shifts.  Report respectively to your shifts.  That is all.

Host Bob_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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